
Water Meter Products

Delivering Reliability



Round and Oval Pits

Covers

Specialty

Round Heavy Wall Plastic - B Series

Round Lightweight Plastic - Meter Pit

Round HDPE, Cast Iron and Polymer - Small Valve Boxes

Round Heavy Wall Plastic - Max Series

Round Heavy Wall Plastic- Meter Pit Extensions

Oval Heavy Wall Plastic - Meter Box

Round Iron Covers

Diameters from 15” to 36”•	 Depths to 72”•	

18” and 20” Cover Diameters•	 Depths to 64”•	

Diameters 15” through 36” •	 Depths 2” to 12” and sloping height models•	

10” to 18” depth•	

24” Base•	 Drop-in or locking plastic or iron covers.•	18” depth•	

w/wo  pentagon bolt lock•	

20K vertical crush rated meter pits with multi-layered wall, bright white interior, 
molded in thermo-pak shelf and an anti-settling flange for stability.

20K vertical crush meter pits with an expandable base.

Heavy wall extensions to quickly and easily adjust meter pits to grade.

Strong and durable. Replaces common cast iron oval boxes.

Small valve boxes for residential shut off and control valves. Available with T style 
and locking covers. Load ratings from pedestrian to H20.

Iron covers for 15”, 18” and 20” diameter meter pits. 

20” Lid Opening to fit heavy duty iron covers in 24”, 30” and 36” 
diameter meter pits.
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AMR / Radio Read Ready Covers

Plastic, Polymer Concrete, Cast and Ductile Iron covers with integrated mounting 
systems for AMR transmitters

Rectangular Covers

Solid, Reader or AMR ready•	 Variety of colors, markings and locking options•	

Meter box covers with pedestrian through H20 load ratings.

The Carson brand’s wide variety of materials and manufacturing methods, combined with 
our engineering expertise, gives us the ability to produce custom design  
and specialty meter boxes and covers for nearly any application.



Accessories, Options & Other Products

Rectangular Boxes

Rectangular Heavy Wall Plastic - BC Series

Rectangular Heavy Wall Plastic - BCF Series

Rectangular Polymer Concrete

Rectangular Steel Reinforced HDPE and Polymer Concrete - Large Vaults

Thermo-Pak Freeze Protection System

Multi Tool

Rectangular Combinations

Standard sizes with depths to 26”•	
Cast or ductile iron, plastic or polymer concrete covers•	

Standard sizes with depths to 36”•	
Cast or ductile iron, plastic or polymer concrete covers•	

Heavy duty series standard•	

Sizes from 24” x 24” to 36” x 60”•	

25,000 lb load rating•	

Western underground compliant•	

Depths to 72”•	

High strength, high load meter boxes with multi-layered wall, white interior, flared bottom for 
additional space, anti-settling flange for stability, pre molded pipe entry. 

Extreme strength meter boxes with multi-layered wall, integrated paving flange, white 
interior, anti-settling flange, removable pipe entry areas and stackable design. 

Reinforced polymer concrete composite meter boxes with pedestrian through 
H20 load ratings. Stackable designs to achieve greater depth.

Pedestrian through H20 load ratings. Ideal replacement for large concrete meter or valve assemblies.

Closed cell foam insulating pad with removable center for 18” and 20” diameter meter pits.

A number of options are available to customize your meter box and cover to your specific needs. 
These options include AMR mounting devices, custom colors and markings, standard and custom 
locking devices and locating markers.

A combination lifting device and cover wrench.

The Carson brand offers many standard size meter boxes and covers in Heavy Wall Plastic, 
Lightweight Plastic, Cast and Ductile Iron and Polymer Concrete that can be mixed and 
matched to build the meter box assembly that best suits your installation, performance and 
budgetary needs.
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Rectangular Lightweight Plastic - Specification Grade Series

Depths to 24”•	
Standard and custom colors and markings•	

Available with flush, T style and fully hinged covers•	

Durable HDPE structural foam. Outstanding strength to weight performance.
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Oldcastle Precast Enclosure Solutions 
Oldcastle Precast has combined the products of Carson, Christy 

and Synertech to form Oldcastle Precast Enclosure Solutions, 
one of the largest, most innovative manufacturers in the world of 

enclosure products made from concrete, polymers and plastics. With 
a nationwide network of facilities, our products are always close at 

hand. Oldcastle Precast Enclosure Solutions is the global leader with 
the strongest, most durable materials using leading-edge technologies 
for designing, manufacturing and supplying enclosure products for the 
protection of municipal water, irrigation, electric, telecommunications, 

cable and transportation infrastructures.
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